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Abstract: The article addresses the problem of safety evaluation of steel moment frames of civil
buildings, e.g., warehouses, shops, garages, and multistory industrial buildings on deformable soil in
the relevant case of an emergency impact. The case of accidental emergency impacts is considered
when such parameters as the point, direction, and intensity of an impact cannot be predetermined.
Such impacts are not expected to trigger the progressive collapse of currently implemented design
solutions and the whole structure must maintain the property of survivability. To evaluate this
property, several calculations are to be made in the quasi-static statement to identify the stress–strain
state under the most dangerous accidental impacts. Further, final calculations are to be made in the
dynamic statement. In this case, the problem of search is solved using the criterion of minimizing the
integral safety margin of structural elements in a steel moment frame design. Calculations prevent
the frame stability loss. The calculation is performed in the quasi-static statement using models
made in compliance with the deformation theory of plasticity, while the calculation in the dynamic
statement takes into account the associated plastic flow rule. The proposed procedures allow for
designing steel moment frames that are resistant to accidental emergency impacts. Impact loading is
analysed as pulse loading, which is statically equivalent to the dynamic effect of an inelastic impact
of a stiff body on a structural system. The design and the efficiency evaluation of a steel moment
frame of a two-story building are considered.

Keywords: emergency risk; numerical modeling; steel moment frames; columns; finite-element
analysis; impact; pulse; mechanical safety

1. Introduction
1.1. Review of Works Focused on the Research Problem

Today the analysis and design of steel moment frames of buildings, subjected to impact
loading, is a relevant issue that arouses the interest of numerous researchers. Let us take a
closer look at the following aspects addressed in a variety of works on this issue.

1.1.1. Type of Loading

Several authors have studied steel moment frames subjected to lateral impacts. Indeed,
the authors of work [1] emphasize that lateral dynamic loading has a most dangerous effect
on the steel structures of buildings. Lateral dynamic loading can be triggered both by the
ground motion and lateral impacts. The design of semirigid joints, which can effectively
contribute to energy dissipation, is one of the effective measures in this case. Varying the
stiffness of columns and beams is another approach that makes the structure optimal in
terms of resistance to such effects. Work [2] shows that versatile dynamic effects can be
reduced to equivalent effects that are applicable in calculations and experimental studies.
The importance of axial and lateral impact testing is emphasized. Article [3] addresses
the lateral impact loading of tubular frames. Here, the authors consider quasi-static and
dynamic approaches and obtain divergent results. While the element, subjected to impact
loading, may collapse under the quasi-static approach, the adjacent element may lose
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stability under the dynamic approach. That is why the two approaches are also applied in
this article.

Studies focused on the impact of a free-falling body are of interest. For example,
in [4], the progressive collapse of steel moment frames, subjected to the impact load from a
pile hammer, was investigated. It was found that the collapse scheme was accompanied
by the formation of plastic hinges. However, the type of joint and its stiffness have a
strong effect on the formation of catenary action that mitigates progressive collapse. The
authors of [5] focus on the impact triggered by falling fragments of structures. A steel frame
supporting a concrete slab is analysed. Strength-limit values and the catenary scheme of
resistance to bending are identified for such structures. The authors argue that the strength
of structures can rise if the rates of deformations are high. Joints of steel moment frames,
subjected to the impact of a dropped object, are studied in [6]. The authors show that
hinge joints with symmetrical friction dampers demonstrate the best resistance to seismic
loads. They are also effective in cases of impacts from dropped objects. The authors use the
term “sustainable design of structures”. It refers to the ability of a structure to withstand
emergency accidents with minimal damage. The same concept is applied in this article.
Work [7] focuses on the types of impact from a dropped object. It is found that, at low
velocities, the impact of a body falling on a steel frame is close to a rigid impact. At the
high velocities of a dropped body, the impact is fully plastic. These features have a major
effect on the frame’s resistance to progressive collapse.

Many researchers study the impact of a steel car frame on columns. The author of
article [8] analyses collisions of a light or heavy vehicle with the edge columns of steel
frames whose design takes account of seismic loading. The input data, designated for
analyses of impact effects, are employed to track the history of structure loading and
evaluate the probability of the building frame collapse in case of an impact on a car. The
effect of this impact [9], causing a progressive collapse of the building steel frame, was
evaluated using the following methods: selection of impact parameters, use of the impact
equation when a nonlinear dynamic analysis was made without column removal, and
analysis of the impact that triggered the column removal. The latter approach is the
most realistic and problematic one for the structure in terms of deformations and the
number of plastic hinges. The authors of [10] consider the optimization of structures under
such loadings. The resistance of structures to emergency impacts serves as the optimality
criterion. Genetic algorithms, PSO, and other methods are considered as solutions to
this problem.

Blast and seismic effects are dynamic in nature, similar to single and recurring ones.
Some researchers consider blast loading as one of the dangerous types of effects on steel
moment frames. In [11], the pulse, having a triangular shape, is used to simulate a blast. It
is shown that the strength of steel rises due to the high rate of deformations. The thickness
of elements, used to make flanged joints, can be increased to raise resistance to blast effects.
The blast-spot position is fixed [12] and the effect on the frame is reduced to the pulse
action, taking into account the distance over which the shock-wave front propagates. When
analyzing the effect of dynamic, including seismic, loads on a structure [13], the problem of
finding the restoring force can be solved. The solution can be used to identify the effect in
the case of substantial plastic deformations of a structure.

1.1.2. Stress–Strain State of Joints and Elements

These studies are focused on the mechanical characteristics of materials, plastic defor-
mation, and energy dissipation. In [14], modal analysis is used to identify the mechanical
characteristics of structures in operation for a certain period of time, namely, structures of
historic buildings. This approach can be applied to identify the boundary conditions of
structures, including those boundary conditions that are triggered by accidental impacts.
The authors of [15] mention that, in case of impacts, the mechanical characteristics of a
material, e.g., yield strength and geometrical features of a structure, can be taken into
account as random values using the Monte Carlo method. The type of cross-section of a
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steel element is important for its ability to absorb the impact energy. According to [16],
when impact effects are considered, the important aspects are the impact strength and
the structure’s ability to absorb energy. This article considers structures having different
joints in thin-walled metal cross-sections of beams and columns. Spots of the impact-load
application, located in the middle of the span and near the support, are considered. It is
assumed that, according to the first scheme, collapse is triggered by tension–compression
and bending; while according to the second one, collapse is triggered by shear. Similar
spots of accidental impacts will be considered in this article. The authors of [17] studied
bolted beam–column connections on flanges, in the case when welding holes had different
shapes. It is shown that connections, allowing the frame to pass into the state of catenary
deformation, are preferable. In [18], the plastic deformation of I-beam section columns,
subjected to a combination of effects, is considered. It is shown in an experiment that the
flexibility of elements is an important factor of static loading triggered by bending and
compression, which is taken into account by the quasi-static approach implemented in
this paper.

1.1.3. Taking Account of Soil–Structure Interaction

Work [19] considers an integrated approach to seismic effects on steel moment frames,
taking into account soil–structure interaction. It is emphasized that soil-base subsidence
and structural failure are the most important factors in the analysis of dynamic effects
on buildings and structures. Some works focus on the numerical modelling of soil bases.
Such models are an important factor in the stress–strain state analysis of steel moment
frames. Soil bases can be modelled using both nonlinear elements of the Link type and
elastic elements of the Spring type [20]. Some modelling approaches use GAP elements or
alternative options [21,22].

1.1.4. Studying the Process of Progressive Collapse

The authors of [23] analyse the resistance to progressive collapse in the case when
columns are removed by impact loading. In the course of making a comparison with
traditional column modelling, the authors argue that if the impact is not taken into account
in the case of column removal, stress distribution in the joints of structural elements can
be unrealistic and the adequate collapse mode can be underestimated. In this case, much
depends on energy absorption by the structure and the impact velocity. Article [24] deals
with integrated effects that include impacts. The authors argue that the greatest resistance to
progressive collapse arises in square-section columns. The process of progressive collapse
is described in more detail in [25], where the authors prove that the dynamic ratio of frames
is less than 2.0, as accepted in some cases, and an impact can trigger a collapse in the case
of the loss of strength of beam–column joints or the failure of columns due to the loss
of its strength or stability. In [26], the reliability of the steel-frame design is studied to
prevent various scenarios of progressive collapse based on brittleness curves. In this case,
the impact force is set using the Monte Carlo method, and the response to this loading
is identified using the response surface or an artificial neural network. As a result, the
probability of failure of a steel moment frame, subjected to a particular impact, is calculated.

In the articles [27,28], the resistance of steel frames to progressive collapse is achieved
by the design of nodal joints, as shown in Figure 1a, in which the plastic deformation
zone expands and extends outside the boundaries of the joint, which is called “out-shift
plastic zone” by the authors [27]. In [28], the design of the node increases its resistance to
progressive collapse at large rotation angles. All this increases the resistance of steel frames
in general to the effects associated with column removal.
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ufacturing and installation requirements in contrast to, for example, reinforced concrete 
structures [37]. 

Figure 1. The structural design of beam–column joints: reported in [27] (a) and in [28] (b).

Another effective way to distribute forces during column removal is the use of infilled
frames [29]. In Figure 2a, such frames are compared with conventional frames, the au-
thors establish that the design solution increases the resistance of the system to gradual
progressive collapse.
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The structural design proposed in [30], in Figure 2b, which can increase the safety
of building frame systems both under seismic effects and in case of emergency column
removal, is the use of cables without prestressing, which begin to resist the load when
large deflections are obtained; the effectiveness of such a system is proven experimentally
and theoretically.

In [31], in Figure 2c, the nodal connection is modified based on two principles. The
first one is energy absorption by the replaced elements. The second is prestressing by the
strands to resist progressive failure while allowing rotations in the node. The effect of
resistance to progressive collapse can be achieved by providing an additional roof frame
for both the planned and existing buildings. The column removal loads are transferred to
this frame through vertical cables and it effectively dissipates the deformation energy [32]
Figure 2d. Other aspects related to the protection of frame structures against progressive
collapse are reported in [33].

1.1.5. The Effect of Initial and Impact-Triggered Imperfections

An important factor, affecting the bearing capacity of steel-structure elements is their
resistance to local compression [34]; this effect can be manifested in the case of geometry-
related imperfections and inaccurate installation and it can affect the bearing capacity under
dynamic loading. Such imperfections mostly affect the stability of elements in bending and
compression, which is proven in [35]. The author also argues that it is necessary to study
the deformation state of structures after the loss of stability. Another article [36] addresses
an experimental study of tubular frames consisting of two parallel belts connected by a
triangular lattice that resists the impact, having the same energy characteristic, but different
spots of loading application. The first one is in the middle of the truss panel and the
second is at the intersection of the belt and the lattice. The local loss of strength affects the
behaviour of the structure as a whole. Imperfections have a strong impact on the behaviour
of steel structures subjected to impact loading, which leads to tighter manufacturing and
installation requirements in contrast to, for example, reinforced concrete structures [37].

1.1.6. Other Features

In addition to the evaluation of the framework’s resistance to emergency effects, the
most important issue is its environmental impact. This aspect was taken as a benchmark
when a steel moment frame was selected for the case study. The main provisions of [38]
stand for this decision. Of some interest is the lifecycle of a structure, taking into account
the impact perception to be evaluated using the methodology provided in [39], based on
the variant design of a steel structure and the restorability of its bearing capacity.

1.2. Purpose and Objectives of the Research Addressed in This Article

The purpose of the research addressed in this article is to ensure the mechanical safety
of steel moment frames subjected to emergency impacts having uncertain parameters, such
as the spot of application, direction, and intensity of impact loading. Several tasks are
solved to achieve this preset purpose.

1. An integral efficiency factor is introduced for safety evaluation purposes (Section 2.2.1).
The calculation of the efficiency factor takes into account the random nature of impacts.
These impacts are modelled using the approach described in Section 2.1.2, while the
effects of an impact on a steel structure are evaluated using the survivability criteria
described in Section 2.1.3;

2. To calculate the components of the stress–strain state and the stability of a structure at
the initial stage, it is proposed to use a quasi-static approach based on the method-
ology described in Section 2.2.1, with subsequent verification of the result using the
dynamic calculation (Section 2.2.2) method. In this case, a multilayered finite element
(Section 2.2.3) is constructed to analyse the deformations of steel profiles, which al-
lows for modelling the formation of plastic hinges using a rigid plastic model of the
material. The model takes into account the force transfer from the steel moment frame
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to the deformable soil base, whose part can be removed as a result of an accidental
impact (Section 2.2.4);

3. The results of the proposed approach are verified experimentally (Section 3.1). A
practical case of analysis of a steel moment frame, subjected to impact loading
(Section 3.2), is provided and the efficiency of the design solution is evaluated using
the integral efficiency factor described in Section 2.2.1.

The novelty of the research lies in the approach to evaluating the mechanical safety
of steel moment frames of buildings, taking into account the accidental occurrence of the
most dangerous combinations of impacts in the form of a concentrated plastic impact. An
algorithm for shock generation and a formula for assessing the mechanical safety of the
system based on the value of the integral safety margin are generated.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Statement of the Research Problem
2.1.1. General Provisions

Steel moment frames modelled using spatial rods subjected to deformations due to
tension–compression, bending, and flexure are considered. Joints of rods are assumed
to be rigid. The strength of welded joints is assumed to be sufficient; parameters of
welded joints are not considered. The frame structure of a building passes loads to the soil
base through reinforced concrete-column foundations. The soil-base model is a linearly
deformable Winkler half space. In the general case, rod elements can have both open and
closed thin-walled cross-sections. In this case, the warping restraint of cross-sections under
emergency impact loads, that are close to the limit ones, is not taken into account. The
strength, stiffness, and stability limits of structures, as well as the soil-base stiffness limits,
are taken into account in the case of the normal operation of structures. It is assumed that
the floor beams of buildings are a single rigid body and no local collapse is triggered as a
consequence of impacts.

The mechanical safety and efficiency of a design solution are evaluated for each case
of loading using the η value of the integral safety margin based on equivalent stresses
for the structure as a whole. Towards this end, the search optimization problem is solved
as follows: η =

Nj
∑

i=1

(
Ru−σIV

i
Ru

)
→ min

Ru − σIV
i ≥ 0

(1)

where Nj is the number of cross-sections of structural elements considered in the process of
evaluating η; Ru is the ultimate resistance of structural steel; σIV

i is the von Mises stress in
the considered cross-section. The random search method (its Monte Carlo type), coupled
with the storage of optimized solutions, is used as a solution search tool. The author’s
algorithm, verified by the experiment and the NX Nastran solver, is used as a tool for
analyzing the stress–strain state of steel moment frames subjected to impact loading.

2.1.2. Accidental Impact Generation Procedure

Special operating conditions of a steel moment frame do not contemplate any deter-
ministic spot of impact application, its direction, or intensity. An array of source data and
the results of analyses are formed to take into account these operating conditions in the
course of design.

Let us present an accidental impact as pulse
→
P t, acting on a structure during time

∆t; then, the equivalent of the mechanical dynamic force will be equal to
→
Pd =

→
P t/∆t.

Within the framework of quasi-static analysis, conventional static impact loading can be
considered as the one that is unexpectedly applied to the structure. Further, using a well-

known formula to evaluate the effect of impact, we can assume that
→
Pd = 2

→
P st. Hence,

to reduce the laboriousness of the computations associated with the detailed dynamic
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analysis, we can proceed from pulse loading to its quasi-static equivalent. Taking into
account Newtonian formalism, the value of this load will be as follows:

→
P st =

m
2∆t

→
v (2)

where m it is the mass of a rigid body making an impact at a finite velocity
→
v .

Hence, for simplification purposes, pulse effect modelling can be reduced to static
modelling. It is noteworthy that in our case such a technique does not replace the dy-
namic analysis; rather, it is a tool for a faster search of the most dangerous spot of
impact application.

Therefore, the generation of impact loading will have a number of steps:

1. Generation of arrays of values for vector
→
v omponents in the form

{(
Vx, Vy, Vz

)
i

}
,

i = 1 . . . kV; kV is the number of potential component values to select from. Here we

calculate vector
→
P st components as

{(
Px, Py, Pz

)
i

}
;

2. Generation of data array Se describing the structural elements of a steel moment frame:

Se =

{(
Ng Ne
N f e N1st

)
j

}
, j = 1 . . . NG f e (3)

here, Ng is the number of the group of structural elements; nominally, there can be one
group of “rods” or several groups, such as “beams”, “columns”, etc.; Ne is the number
of groups of elements within one structural element; N f e is the number of finite elements
in group Ng; N1st is the number of the first finite element in group Ng; NG f e is the total
number of structural elements. Obviously, for this data structure, the numbering of finite
elements within one structural element should be ascending. In addition, the number of
elements in a group must be a multiple of six;

3. Random selection of a structural element from structure Se;
4. Random selection of the third, fourth, or fifth joint from the group of N f e elements

listed in the ascending order, starting from N1st;
5. The loading of the joint, selected at step 4, using loading values that are randomly

selected from the interval
{(

Px, Py, Pz
)

i

}
at step 1.

2.1.3. Criterial Assessment of Resistance to Progressive Collapse and Survivability of
the Structure

In an emergency situation, in particular, under impact loading, the structure resists
progressive collapse. If this resistance leads to the halt of progressive collapse, that is, to
its localization in some part of a bearing system, then the structure is considered to have
survivability. In this case, the time during which no further expansion of localization of
destruction occurs should be sufficient for the safe evacuation of people and equipment.
At present, a survivability criterion was proposed in [40] for reinforced concrete structures
with unexpectedly removed supports; it is based on the evaluation of parameter λ = P0/P,
in which values of P0, P loads are the ultimate values for this accident and that correspond
to its operating conditions before the accident. The value of P0 is found using the limit
equilibrium theorem. Hence, it is the minimum load value at which the system does not
convert into a geometrically changeable one (a mechanism).

The following conditions are proposed as survivability criteria for structural systems
of buildings subjected to impacts:

1. Prevention of any large changes in the geometry of a structural system, taking into
account its possible plastic deformation or loss of stability. This condition can be
formulated as follows:

f =
√

f 2
x + f 2

y + f 2
z ≤ [ f ], (4)
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where f is the maximum deflection of the system subjected to impact loading, determined
by projections fx, fy, fz on the global axis of coordinates; [ f ] is deflection acceptable due
to the survivability condition. For buildings having steel structures, this value can be
determined by the floor height and the size of a span, resulting from the potential loss of
stability of a column due to impact loading.

In accordance with the above interpretation of survivability of a building, the following
logical operations are proposed [41]:

([ f ] = ld/15) ∨
(
[ f ] = kh f l/3

)
, (5)

where ld is the span of a damaged structure; h f l is the floor height; and k is the coefficient
depending on the value of this height. For standard floor heights exceeding three meters
k = 2, for the heights of 2.5–3 m k = 2.2, for engineering floors (if necessary) k = 2.6, and
k = 0.5 for the limitations on horizontal displacements in case of horizontal impacts. In
this case, we do not consider high-rise buildings, so there is no separate limitation on
horizontal displacements;

2. For the condition of the absence of cracks as a result of local ruptures of elements,
which can be formulated for any (most heavily loaded) cross-section of an element,
let n, the most stressed characteristic points of a cross-section, be considered; then,

∀εi
IV : εi

IV < εu, i = [1 . . . n] (6)

where εu are relative deformations of steel corresponding to its ultimate strength; εi
IV are

equivalent deformations calculated using the following formula:

εi
IV =

1
3

√
2
[
(εx − εy)

2 + (εx − εz)
2 + (εz − εy)

2 +
3
2
(γ2

xy + γ2
xz + γ2

yz)

]
(7)

where εx − εz, γxy, γyz, γxz are components of the deformation tensor.

2.2. Method of Dynamic Analysis of Steel Moment Frames Subjected to Impact Loading
2.2.1. Iterative Pattern for Preliminary Strength and Stiffness Evaluation

In the first iteration, linear analysis is performed for each impact loading and the
following system of linear equations is solved in subsequent iterations:

[K]τ{δ}
(r)

= {Q}+ {∆} (8)

where [K]τ is the tangent stiffness matrix of a spatial finite-element model; {δ}(r) is the
vector of nodal displacements calculated in iteration r; {Q} is the vector of nodal forces
that takes into account the standard effect; and {∆} is the vector of the self-balanced system
of small nodal forces, that can take nonzero values for any nodal degree of freedom (to
solve the initial stability problem using FEM).

The tangent stiffness matrix can be formulated as follows:

[K]τ = [K] +
[
KG

(
{N}(r−1)

)]
(9)

where [K] is the stiffness matrix of the finite-element model,
[
KG

(
{N}(r−1)

)]
is the geo-

metric matrix of the finite-element system, expressed through longitudinal forces in the
rods found in iteration r− 1, and combined into vector {N}(r−1).
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Let us introduce the stability-assurance condition, stemming from the assumption that
the lack of convergence of solutions means the loss of stability. The stability-loss condition
is controlled by verifying the following condition for a preset iteration number ro ≥ 3∣∣∣∣∣1− U(ro)

U(ro−1)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ α (10)

where U(ro) and U(ro−1) are the facility’s deformation energies obtained in iterations ro and
ro − 1, respectively; α is a preset small positive number.

As the calculations show, the verification procedure of this type is sufficiently effective
at ro = 4 . . . 6, α = 0.001. There is no need to recalculate the tangent stiffness matrix after
the second iteration since longitudinal forces do not change substantially if r ≥ 3.

2.2.2. General Equation of Inelastic Impact Dynamics

Let us assume that the motion of the system, subjected to an inelastic impact, can be
approximately described by the equations of the finite-element method:

[M({Z})]
{ ..

Z
}
+ [C({Z})]

{ .
Z
}
+ {R({Z})} = {F(t)}+ {G}χ(t) (11)

where [M({Z})], [C({Z})] are the mass matrix and the damping matrix; {R({Z})}, {Z}
are vectors of nodal forces and generalized nodal displacements; {F(t)} is the vector of
standard loads acting on the system; {G} is the vector determined by gravity forces in an
impactor; and χ(t) is the Heaviside function (χ = 0, if time t < 0, or χ = 1, if t ≥ 0).

We will consider the following initial conditions: {Z(0)} = 0;
{ .

Z(0)
}
= {V}, where

{V} is the vector of initial velocities. Let us consider a numerical solution to this initial
problem on the basis of the implication of Newmark’s method about constant acceleration
values at each step of integration. To implement this approach, let us construct finite-
element models, taking into account the geometry of the system in its deformed state. We
assume that a linear problem is solved at each step ∆t of numerical integration. For the
initial time tn−1 of some step n, mass matrix [M(tn−1)], damping matrix [C(tn−1)], and
tangent stiffness matrix [Kτ(tn−1)] are considered. To describe the damping properties of a
steel moment frame system, the [C(tn−1)] matrix can be represented as

[C(tn−1)] = β[Kτ(tn−1)] (12)

where β is the coefficient of structural damping.
Vector {R({Z})} for the point in time, when the n-th step of integration is completed,

can be approximately identified using the following formula:

{R({Zn})} =
n

∑
k=1

[Kτ(tn−1)]{∆Zn−1} (13)

where {∆Zn−1} is the vector of displacement increments at the step n − 1 of integration.

2.2.3. Models of Structural Elements, Loads, and Material Deformations

Let us construct a finite element (Figure 3a) whose flanges and webs are divisible in a
system of prisms ∏j (j = 1, . . ., J) (Figure 3b), where J is the number of prisms in the finite
element. Each prism is divided into layers Ωi (i = 1,. . .,io), having the same thickness ∆j,
where io is the number of layers in the prism. Stresses τ are constant within each layer.
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where B(i)
k (k = 1, . . ., 8) are elements of row matrix [B](i).

Here,
[B](i) =

[
B′
](i)

[Λ] · (i = 1, . . . , I); (15)

I is the total number of layers in the finite element; [Λ] is the matrix that ensures the
transition from the system of axes Oxyz to the system of axes Tx′y′z′.

[Λ] =


cos α sin α 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 − sin α cos α 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos α sin α 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 − sin α cos α

 (16)

Taking into account the approximation of y′T displacements inside the finite element
using a cubic polynomial, the matrix can be formulated as follows:[

B′
](i)

= y′T
[

12x
L3 − 6

L2
6x
L2 − 4

L − 12x
L3 + 6

L2
6x
L2 − 2

L

]
(17)

Taking into account the multilayered structure of the element, the elasticity matrix can
be formulated as follows:

[Des] =


(GIK)s 0 0 . . . 0

0 E1s A1 0 0
0 0 E2s A2 0

. . .
0 0 0 EIs AI

 (18)

where (GIK)s is the secant torsional stiffness of the beam cross-section; E1s, . . . , EIs A1, . . . , AI
are secant moduli of elasticity and cross-sectional areas of layers.
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The stiffness matrix of the finite element is found as follows:

[Kes] = a1[Be(x1)]
T [De][Be(x1)] + a2[Be(x2)]

T [De][Be(x3)]+

+a3[Be(x3)]
T [De][Be(x3)]

(19)

where x1 − x3 are the coordinates of sections shown in Figure 3 and a1 − a3 are the weight
coefficients of the Gaussian quadrature formula of the fifth order, corresponding to these
coordinates. The total stiffness matrix [K] (9) is determined by the sum of matrices [Kes].

2.2.4. Modeling Soil-Base Deformations

The subsidence of the deformable soil base is prevented by designing foundations,
whose areas are determined by the pressure condition:

pmid ≤ R; ped ≤ 1.2R (20)

where pmid is the average value of pressure on the soil at the contact between the founda-
tion base and the soil; ped is the pressure on the soil at the edge of the foundation base,
perpendicularly to the plane of action of the maximum bending moment, transferred to
the foundation; R is the design resistance of the soil base, determined experimentally or
according to SP 22.13330.2016 “Soil bases of Buildings and Structures” [42].

The soil base is simplified as beam elements whose area equals the foundation area
and whose depth h is found using the following condition:

0.2ph ≤ γh (21)

where ph is the active pressure triggered by external loading (foundations, building struc-
tures, etc.) at depth h; γh is the pressure of the natural soil weight at depth h;

Foundations must be designed so that they meet the conditions of strength, the safety
of reinforcement (conditions of acceptable cracking and crack opening), and the prevention
of column punching. Towards this end, design solutions require the preset concrete grade,
foundation thickness, and reinforcement. When impact effects are analysed, the stress–
strain state of the foundation is not taken into account and the foundation is conveyed
in the model as an absolutely rigid body. In the course of normal operation, the required
soil-base stiffness can be ensured by the following condition(

| fv|
[u] + [ fv]

− 1 ≤ 0
)
∧
(
| fh|
[ fh]

− 1 ≤ 0
)

(22)

fv and fh are vertical and horizontal deflections resulting from the combined deforma-
tion of the steel moment frame and the soil base; [u] is the acceptable value of the soil-base
settlement according to the standards of soil mechanics; [ fv] and [ fh] are acceptable values
of vertical and horizontal displacements of structural elements, regulated by aesthetic
requirements.

In an emergency situation, triggered by impact effects, it is assumed that the vertical
component of an impact and emergencies, triggered by such impacts, do not cause nonlinear
soil deformations. Therefore, a simplified approach, stemming from the basic principles of
GAP rod elements and described in [33], is employed to simulate the failure of a portion
of the soil, being part of the “soil base-structure” system, to take loads. We will use this
modified scheme in the calculations made in the quasi-static formulation (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Modelling the deformation of soil bases: (a) the general scheme: 1—steel column,
2—foundation, 3—median surface of the foundation, 4—soil base; (b) view A; (c) finite-element
types: RBE—rigid body element; CBE—column beam element; GBE—elastic beam element for soil
modelling; GAP—elements simulating actual gaps emerging due to soil removal; (d,e) probable
emergency situations E1 and E2 caused by the soil base removal; (f) interpretation of situation E1:
5—the portion of soil removed as a result of an emergency situation.

A gap element, having the size of the gap equal to the size of the projected settlement,
will be introduced into every joint of an elastic rod element, used to model the soil base.
The tensile stiffness of this element is set as being close to zero (for loose soil), while its
compressive and shear stiffness values are selected to prevent displacements.

3. Results
3.1. Experimental Verification of the Calculation Model

The quasi-static approach was verified according to the following procedure. An
impactor, having a mass of m = 5 kg, was dropped from various heights h0 on the test
bench (Figure 5). The maximum value of εE on rod 2 near connector 7 was recorded using
the vibration graph; later, it was compared with the value obtained in the course of the
quasi-static calculation. Mechanical characteristics of steel were identified experimentally.
The yield strength value was found by rupturing tubes in the friction clamps and it was
580 MPa. Relative deformations were 0.023. The calculation model verification results are
shown in Table 1.
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7—connector of rods 2,4; 8—impactor, 9—guide bar, TP-1. . .TP-4—strain-gauge indicators.
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Table 1. Comparison between calculated and experimental data.

h0, m p = Fv, H·s
εE, MΠa

Calculation Experiment Divergence, %

0.05 48.51 55 62 11

0.100 68.60 76 83 8

0.15 84.01 93 102 9

0.20 97.01 107 119 10

The table shows that the quasi-static approach differs from dynamic testing ex-
periments by no more than 11%, which can be considered satisfactory. Therefore, the
quasi-static calculation can be used to identify the value of loading on the basis of precal-
culated dynamic ratios, as suggested in Section 2.1.1. Moreover, it is necessary to reduce
the labor intensity of calculations and the final version can be additionally verified by
direct dynamic analysis.

3.2. Example of a Steel-Frame Calculation
3.2.1. Design Input Data

Let us consider the steel moment frame of a building, whose geometry is shown in
Figure 6a. The cross-section of the columns is made W12 × 12 × 65; the cross-section of the
I-beams is made W14 × 16 × 193 (ASTM); horizontal crossbars and diagonal bracing are
made of 150 × 150 × 5 pipe (EN 10210). The material of the rods is structural steel with
the yield strength equaling 250 MPa and the modulus of elasticity equaling 200 hPa. The
foundations have dimensions of 1.8 × 1.4 m. The soil base is coarse sand with the design
resistance of 500 kPa, the modulus of deformation of 50 Mpa, and the shear modulus of
20.83 Mpa. The behaviour of the materials follows bilinear deformation diagrams with a
tangent modulus of 100 Pa, which is set to raise the stability of the numerical integration
process. The change of loading in time is shown in Figure 6b–e.
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Figure 6. Initial calculation scheme (a): 1—columns, 2—I-beams, 3—soil base, 4—horizontal cross
bars; shapes of force pulses triggered by: angular impact loading (b), static loading (c), soil-base
responses (d), and horizontal impact loading (e).
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The following loading values were used in the calculations: the loading is uniformly
distributed in the slab and it equals 14.66 kPa. This loading includes both dead loads, or
the weight of the steel structures and the floor slab, and the live load. The horizontal pulse
intensity (to be further referred to as IH), which, in particular, can describe a car hitting a
column, is taken as being equal to 500 kN, while the angular pulse intensity (to be further
referred to as IA) is taken as the vertical component equaling 948.6 kN and the horizontal
component equaling 547.6 kN, which corresponds to angle α = 60◦ to the vertical axis.

Such loading can be created, in particular, by an airborne vehicle falling on a building.
Finally, the loading, resulting in (a) the inability of half of the soil-base area under the
foundation to take any load and (b) the pulse transfer to the foundation according to scheme
E2 of Figure 4e (IG), was considered. Its maximum intensity was assumed to be the same
as for loading IA.

3.2.2. Impact Modeling, Solution Algorithm, and Problem Limitations

Impacts on the steel moment frame were predesigned using a generator of random
application spots and pulse-loading directions. For IH loading, the “toward the frame”
direction was assumed, and the height was fixed at 1 m. Due to the symmetry of the
frame, for IA loading directions, the following three options were chosen from: along the
x-axis, along the z-axis, and at the angle of 45 degrees to those axes. For IG loading, two
possible options were considered. The first one was to prevent half of the soil-base area,
located along the long side of the foundation, from taking loads; the second one was to
prevent half of the soil-base area, located along the short side of the foundation, from taking
loads. Disjoint subsets {SIA},{SIH},{SIG} were formed for the set of values of the load
application spots (Figure 7). Arrows in Figure 7a show the potential direction of loading;
the area of the soil base under the foundation that can no longer take any loads is shaded
in gray.
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The strength conditions according to the Von Mises stress theory (4), stiffness (6),
stability (10), and survivability (5), were taken as loading limitations applicable to all loads.
The solution search algorithm consisted of the following steps:

– selection of IA loading positions from the {SIA} set; analysis of the structure in
the quasi-static formulation using the methodology described in Section 2.2.3, and
verification of limitations. If limitations are violated, then the process is stopped and
the system topology is refined or the cross-sections of rods are increased;
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– selection of IH loading positions from the {SIH} set and analysis of the construction
obtained at the previous step; verification of limitations. Enhancement of the structural
solution, if necessary;

– selection of IG loading positions from the {SIG} set; verification of limitations with
the subsequent enhancement of the design solution, if necessary;

– verification of the solution using the detailed dynamic analysis, in terms of those
loads, that require changes in the design.

The calculations were performed using the Simcenter Femap 2021 software package.
For dynamics analysis, a solver implementing an implicit integration scheme was used.
The dynamic process was considered as transient. The total integration time was 6 s and
the initial time-integration step was assumed to be 0.05. As a convergence criterion, we
used the nodal force mismatch, the value of which should not exceed 0.001.

The state when the stiffness matrix of the system ceased to be positively defined
was taken as the failure criterion. The soil was modelled using the Winkler scheme. The
physically nonlinear behaviour of steel was described by a Prandtl diagram with a tangent
modulus of elasticity of 100 MPa and the limiting relative strains were limited to 0.05. Large
deflections and rotation angles were taken into account in the calculation. Soil deformations
were not limited.

3.2.3. Results of Calculation and Analysis of Mechanical Safety

Emergency impact calculations of a steel moment frame and the verification of the
survivability condition are provided in Table 2. Here, the position of the spot of impact is
provided in accordance with the axes in Figure 7.

Table 2. Results of calculations.

№ Spot of Application, Type of Effect Condition of Survivability Structural Changes

1 2 3 4

1 1/A, 3/A: IH(t) Available -

2 2/A: IH(t) Not available

3 A/1, A/3: IH(t) - Adding braces on the 1st floor
of the edge frame

3a A/1, A/3: IH(t) Available -

4 B/1, B/3: IH(t) Same -

5 2/A: IG(t) all directions
(pиc. 5,b) Same -

6 3/A: IG(t) all directions Same -

7 B/3: IG(t) all directions Same -

8 2/D: AG(t), directions

±1 Not available Adding braces on the 2nd floor
of the edge frame±2 Same

±3 Available -

9. . .15 2/C, 3/C, 3/D, 2/C-D, 2/B-C, 3/C-D, 3/B-C:
AG(t), directions

±1 Available
-

±2 Same

±3 Same -

The analysis of the results of quasi-static calculations shows that the effects, triggering
the inability of the soil base to take loads, are the least dangerous for the preset dimensions
of foundations; but, the soil behaviour becomes plastic in cases of other impacts. This factor
should be necessarily taken into account in impact calculations. Horizontal and vertical
impacts result in the need to add diagonal bracing to meet the survivability condition.
Here are some results of verifications, made in the dynamic formulation and based on the
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equations from Section 2.2.2 (see Figure 8). The structural damping coefficient β = 0.117 is
applied to the soil material; the total damping of the frame–soil system, taking into account
its deformable soil base, is β = 0.1.
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Calculations show that the spots of impact loading and joints suffer from higher
damage. Therefore, it is very important to ensure their predictable operation to implement
catenary deformation during the transfer of the flow of forces from the spot of impact
to the base. It is necessary to take into account the nature of the behaviour of structural
elements within the time frame of dynamic analysis. Graphs can be used here. Figure 9a
shows the graphs of stress change in time for the spot of impact and Figure 9b has graphs
describing the compressed corner point of the soil base of the structure subjected to the
impact according to Table 2.

Let us perform the safety analysis of the design solution using Formula (1). Let us
consider the distribution of equivalent stresses over elements N. It is shown in Figure 10a.
This figure and Figures 8 and 10 have the finite-element number on the horizontal axis.
The numbers are not shown; the whole system consists of 763 elements. Since the frame
is made of the same grade steel, Ru = const = 380/1.05 = 362 MPa for all elements; the
second inequality of the system is satisfied. Then, the value of the integral strength margin

for this loading will be η =
763
∑

i=1

(
362−σIV

i
362

)
= 491. The calculation can be made by exporting

the data to MS EXCEL. The theoretical safety level, at which the material consumption
rate is minimum, can be calculated, assuming that σIV

i = const = 250 MPa. We obtain
η = 763(362− 250)/362 = 236.
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This coefficient can be used for static loading. Given that the dynamic ratio is taken
into account, the minimum acceptable material flow rate will be ηd = 2 · 236 = 472, if
safety is ensured. This value is close to η = 491. It means that material consumption cannot
be reduced and this impact is the most dangerous (if survivability is ensured). Therefore,
the results of a further search cannot be considered. In the case of normal operation, the
safety-margin diagram is shown in Figure 10b, which allows calculating η = 714. That is,
in case of accident-free operation, the system is safe and the consumption of material can
be reduced.

In the general case, it is necessary to consider all loads and find the minimum value
using Formula (1). It is not recommended to design structures if the integral coefficient
differs from the minimum theoretical one by less than 4%.
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4. Discussion and Prospects for Further Research

The algorithm for the generation of an impact on a steel moment frame may fail to take
into account the most dangerous combination of impact-loading parameters. Indeed, there
is no method to determine these parameters other than the exhaustive enumeration of all
options. However, we propose solving this problem by introducing integral safety margins
and unifying structural elements due to their symmetry. The elements with the lowest
safety margins are to be unified; their characteristics will be improved to ensure safety.
Unification conditions imply the same cross-sections for a group of structural elements [43].

In the case of the local base subsidence, a slab foundation or a combined slab–pile
foundation can be recommended to ensure safety in case of accidental impacts. Such a
foundation will contribute to the effective distribution of forces in the adjacent columns
and prevent the local subsidence of the soil base. Alternatively, local stabilization of soil can
also be performed under the foundations to prevent soil failure and the subsequent failure
of the steel moment frame. The algorithm [33] can be used to simulate such a method of
soil stabilization.

The research, addressed in this paper, has broad prospects. The following issues are to
be studied:

– consideration of reinforced concrete frames of buildings and structures under acciden-
tal impact loads and effects;

– consideration of methods for modelling low-velocity impacts on structures by a
heavy mechanical body as a result of the collapse of a prefabricated slab, falling off a
destroyed part of the structure on its undamaged part, etc.;

– modelling of accidental thermomechanical effects on structures;
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– consideration of reinforced concrete and steel-frame systems subjected to the effects
of combined repetitive accidental impacts.

Accounting for impact effects on the structure, which are random in nature, implies
a large number of calculations. In each of these calculations, it is necessary to take into
account the dynamic formulation of the problem, physical nonlinearity of materials, large
displacements, and rotation angles. In this regard, an effective method of predicting the
stress–strain state of structures is required. Currently, machine learning and neural network
technologies can be such tools. In future research, it is planned to train a model based
on linear regression by stochastic gradient descent. In this case, as “weights” of linear
regression, it is supposed to use the coefficients describing the curve of deflections in the
system as a result of shock impacts. This will make it possible to predict the behaviour of
the system under shock impact, as well as to identify the shock-impact parameters under
certain adaptations of the algorithm. The point of impact, direction, and intensity of impact
can be taken as such parameters.

5. Conclusions

An approach to the safety analysis of steel moment frames, subjected to accidental
impacts under uncertain conditions, was developed, including:

– the procedure of generating pulse impacts on a steel moment frame, simulating a
high-velocity concentrated impact, which approximates the impact of an absolutely
rigid body having a small mass;

– quasi-static and dynamic calculations of steel moment frames, subjected to impact
effects, taking into account the physical and geometrical nonlinearity and criteria of
resistance to progressive collapse;

– the algorithm for evaluating the effectiveness of the designed structure using the cost
minimization criterion while ensuring the required mechanical safety;

– the method for taking into account local damages of the soil base subjected to the
impact effect.

An equivalent stress characteristic of the integral safety margin is introduced. Its
analysis for steel moment frames shows that the safest structural systems, subjected to
inelastic impacts, have values of 0.6–0.8, which can be used for practical design purposes.

The studies have shown that, for the considered structure, if the soil stiffness is
within 300–500 kPa, the resistance of the frame to progressive collapse can be increased by
installing additional elements in the topology of the structure. If the soil stiffness exceeds
500 kPa, it is necessary to design joints with energy-dissipating elements. In this case, the
finite-element modelling procedure requires minor integration steps and becomes very
computationally demanding.
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